We present an algorithmic method for analyzing networks of intersections with static signaling, with as primary example a line network that allows traffic flow over several intersections in one main direction. The method decomposes the network into separate intersections and treats each intersection in isolation using an extension of the fixed-cycle traffic-light (FCTL) queue. The network effects are modeled by matching the output process of one intersection with the input process of the next (downstream) intersection. This network analysis provides insight into wave phenomena due to vehicles experiencing progressive cascades of green lights and sheds light on platoon forming in case of imperfections. Our algorithm is shown to match results from extensive discrete-event simulations and can also be applied to more complex network structures.
Introduction
Intersections are natural bottlenecks and crucially influence the dynamics of urban traffic. Traffic lights trigger a switching process meant to manage conflicting traffic flows. The coordination is sometimes done dynamically, according to sensor data of currently existing traffic flows; otherwise it is done statically, by the use of timers. While intersections can be studied in isolation [8, 17, 18] , the larger picture of networks of multiple intersections is increasingly important, also in view of the rapid growth of urbanization [3, 7] . This paper contributes to the theoretical underpinning of traffic networks by extending classical models for isolated intersections to models for networks of intersections with static signaling.
Think of a series of traffic lights designed to let traffic flow over several intersections in one main direction. Any vehicle traveling along (at an approximate prescribed speed) wants to meet a progressive cascade of green lights, and not have to stop at intersections. In practical use, only a group of vehicles -referred to as platoon -can pass the intersection before the time band is interrupted to give way to other traffic flows. The platoon sizes are governed by the signal times. Our method to model such situations consists of two ingredients: An extension of a classical queueing model for one isolated intersection that can deal with correlated input and that
FCTL queue with correlated arrivals
We now present a generalization of the classical FCTL queue that can deal with correlated arrivals. In Subsection 2.1 we detail the model and its underlying assumptions. We then discuss in Subsection 2.2 an example of an arrival pattern that contains some crucial features than are anticipated in network settings. The numerical calculations for that example were performed with the algorithmic method developed in Section 3.
Model description
The first two model assumptions are adopted from the classical FCTL queue [18] : Assumption 2.1 (Discrete-time assumption) The time axis is divided into constant time intervals of unit length, so-called slots, where each slot corresponds to the time needed for a delayed vehicle to depart from the queue. The green and red periods, and thus the cycle time c, are assumed to be fixed multiples of one slot. Hence, g, r, c are integers expressed in slots. Those vehicles that arrive to the queue and are delayed, join the queue at the end of the slot in which they arrive.
Assumption 2.2 (FCTL assumption)
For those cycles in which the queue clears before the green period terminates, all vehicles that arrive during the residual green period pass through the system and experience no delay whatsoever.
The FCTL assumption lets vehicles that arrive during the residual green period pass the intersection without slowing down, and therefore the discharge rate of these vehicles is larger than the discharge rate of the delayed vehicles (one per time unit). Because of the huge difference in discharge rates of delayed vehicles (these vehicles have to accelerate) and non-delayed vehicles, the FCTL assumption is a sensible assumption. The next assumption is new: Assumption 2.3 (Correlated arrivals assumption) Let Y i,n denote the number of vehicles that arrive to the intersection during slot i in cycle n. The random variables Y i,n are allowed to be dependent within cycle n, but we assume that Y i,n and Y i,m are independent when n = m.
Notice that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 together make that the queue lengths at the end of time slots can be modeled as a discrete-time Markov chain. This feature is exploited in Section 3 to find a fully analytic characterization for the steady-state queue-length distribution.
It is crucial that Assumption 2.3 is less restrictive than its counterpart in [18] that assumes the Y i,n to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). We need to move beyond this i.i.d. assumption in order to consider the correlated Y i,n sequences as they can occur in real network settings, for instance when the output process of one intersection (or FCTL queue) forms the input process for another intersection. Because the first intersection alters the original arrival pattern, the second intersection is likely to be confronted with platoons of vehicles that have been delayed by the upstream red signal.
The generalized FCTL queue defined by Assumptions 2.1-2.3 is in essence a queueing system with multiple customer types and batch arrivals, where Y i,n can be interpreted as the number of type i customers in batch n. Denote the pgf of the joint distribution of (Y 1,n , Y 2,n , . . . , Y c,n ) by
Although arrivals within a batch can be correlated, successive batches are i.i.d. Multi-type queueing models with batch arrivals have been well-studied [9, 13, 14] . A marked difference however, is that arrivals in the FCTL queue do not join the queue instantaneously, but are dictated when to arrive according to their type: type i arrivals join the queue in time slot i, for i = 1, 2, . . . , c. Another crucial difference is Assumption 2.2, of course, which is very specific for traffic-light settings.
Motivating example
We now give an exemplary arrival pattern with features that are anticipated in network settings. We consider a generalized fixed-cycle traffic light queue with traffic arriving from one synchronized upstream traffic intersection. The cyclic arrival pattern at this queue, illustrated in Figure 1 , starts with the arrival of a platoon of delayed vehicles from the major upstream flow. The settings are synchronized such that the signal turns green at the exact moment that the first car in this platoon arrives. This platoon is followed by a phase of free flow, with arriving vehicles that were not delayed at the upstream intersection. After a short period of no arrivals, we have a similar pattern of a platoon followed by free flow, arriving from a minor upstream flow. A more detailed description of the arrival process can be found in Appendix C.
In Section 4.2 we show that this specific arrival pattern arises naturally in network settings. Arrivals in the same cycle are correlated, but we assume independence between arrivals in successive cycles. Figure 2 shows the mean queue length during a cycle. The results from a microscopic discreteevent simulation of this generalized FCTL queue have been used to validate the analytic method. The longest queue occurs just before the traffic light turns green, and the queue is typically minimized at the end of green periods. The graph shows an interesting pattern, where the queue length remains constant for the first part of the red period, due to the absence of arrivals during that period. The arrival of platoon 2 results in a steep increase in queue length, starting after time slot 15. The shape of the graph in Figure 2 is different from the standard FCTL queue, which is typically more V-shaped due to the constant arrival rate throughout the cycle.
The analytic results obtained in the next section allow us to determine the queue-length distribution. Table 1 shows probabilities of the queue length exceeding certain levels during the cycle. We see that the probability that the queue exceeds five vehicles at the cycle start is 0.015. At the end of the green period this probability is only 0.002. At any arbitrary moment, the probability that there are more than five delayed vehicles is 0.008. Table 1 : The queue length distribution at the beginning of a cycle (X 0 ), at the end of a green period (X 10 ), and at arbitrary moments (X ). The notation in brackets will be introduced in Section 3.
Analytic solution and algorithms
We shall now show that the generalized FCTL queue with Assumptions 2.1-2.3 is analytically solvable. Using generating function techniques and complex analysis, we are able to obtain an explicit, analytic characterization for the steady-state queue-length distribution. In order to do so, we exploit the Markovian nature of the queueing model at the level of cycles, and account for the correlations that occur within the cycle. The recursion relation that connects consecutive queue lengths during a cycle is given in Subsection 3.1, along with some further preliminaries. Then in Subsection 3.2 we derive the generating function for the steady-state queue lengths at the beginning of time slots throughout a cycle. In particular, we leverage this explicit generating function to create an algorithm for calculating the complete queue-length distribution, at all points in time. Special attention is paid to the mean queue lengths in Subsection 3.3.
Preliminaries
Let X i,n denote the queue length at the end of the i-th time slot in the n-th cycle with n = 1, 2, . . . . Let Y i,n denote the number of arrivals in time slot i during the n-th cycle, as defined in Assumption 2.1. For convenience, define X 0,n+1 (z) := X c,n (z) as the pgf of the queue-length distribution at the start of cycle n + 1. We will determine the the steady-state queue length, in the limit as n → ∞, at the end of each time slot. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first g time slots in the cycle have a green signal, and the last r time slots are red. The queue length in this slot-based system then evolves according to
In the classical FCTL queue [8, 18] , with i.i.d. Y 1,n , . . . , Y c,n , the function X k+1,n (z) can be expressed in terms of X k,n (z) by conditioning on the event that X k,n is equal to zero, or not. For the generalized FCTL queue more detailed information is needed, which is why we will use a lattice path counting approach to describe the queue-length evolution throughout the cycles.
Let 1 {A} be the indicator function for event A. Define the function
The parameters x 0 , n 1 , . . . , n k are allowed to be random variables. We
be zero. Out of all these combinations,
contains the combinations for which X j = 0, while X 0 , . . . , X j−1 all take strictly positive values. Adopting the terminology from [5] , we say that
contains all elements for which the effective green time equals j, which means to say that the queue becomes empty after precisely j time slots. We will subdivide these subsets further by conditioning on their first element, which represents the queue length at the beginning of the cycle. Define
as the elements of
only needs to be defined for l = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, for otherwise the queue cannot be empty at the end of time slot k − 1. Finally, define
, for any n j+1 , . . . , n k ∈ and k = j + 1, . . . , g − 1.
Remark 3.1 A technical issue is that we allow j to be zero in the definition of j,l . The only way to obtain an effective green time of length zero is when the queue length was zero at the cycle start. As a consequence, we have
. . , where we have used ( ) to denote a vector of dimension 0.
We can now express the queue lengths X k,n in terms of X 0,n . For k = 1, . . . , g,
and for k = g + 1, . . . , c,
Generating function solution
From the recursion relation (3.2), and using the fact that X 0 is independent of the future arrivals, we find
Using the definitions of 
Now, for an arbitrary element (n 1 , . . . , n j ) in j,l , it should hold that l + n 1 + · · · + n j = j. We can use this to write
where
To see the latter, note that by definition
and hence
We thus obtain the following lemma, where we have omitted the subscript n that refers to a particular cycle.
Lemma 3.2
Let n = (n 1 , . . . , n j ) and q l = (X 0 = l) for l = 0, 1, . . . , g −1. Then, for k = 1, 2, . . . , g,
Having expressed X k (z) in terms of X 0 (z), for k = 1, 2, . . . , g, we can use (3.3) to find X c (z). Following the same steps as for deriving Lemma 3.2, we get the lemma below.
Lemma 3.3 For k
with h m (z, y m+1 , . . . , y c , n 1 , . . . , n j ) defined as
If the system is in steady state, it should hold that X c,n d = X 0,n , so we can equate X c (z) and X 0 (z) and solve for X 0 (z) to arrive at the following result.
Remark 3.5 To help interpret (3.7) write
and
The first expression on the right hand side of (3.11) represents the relation X 0,n+1 = X 0,n + c i=1 Y i,n − g in terms of generating functions. The last term in (3.11) contains all "correction terms" for those summands where the queue becomes empty at time slot j, because then X 0,n+1 =
Y i,n , the last part being the correction term. The function ζ l (z) is composed of all correction terms that correspond to X 0,n = l. Each correction term consists of the term (3.10), representing the part that should be removed, and its replacement term (3.9). 
Let the random variable G denote the effective green time, as defined earlier, and notice that
From (3.7) we then obtain
(3.15)
. . , g − 1, (3.15) can be written as
, where the unknown probabilities (X i = 0) are still to be determined. 
Let us now proceed with the expression in (3.7) and show how this generating function can be converted into algorithms for the performance analysis of the generalized FCTL queue. First note that there are still g unknowns q 0 , . . . , q g−1 in (3.7), which can be found using a classical reasoning. With Rouché's theorem [2] , it can be shown that the denominator of (3.7) has g zeros on or within the unit circle |z| ≤ 1. Since a pgf is analytic and well-defined in |z| ≤ 1, the numerator of X 0 (z) should vanish at each of the zeros. This gives g equations. One of the zeros equals 1, and leads to a trivial equation. However, the normalization condition X 0 (1) = 1 provides an additional equation. Using l'Hôpital's rule, this condition is found to be 
To make this work, we need an efficient numerical algorithm for finding the roots z 1 , . . . , z g−1 .
Many root-finding algorithms exist, for instance based on successive substitution [10] or the Lagrange inversion theorem [11] . In the appendix we present a new scheme (Algorithm 4) based on the truncation of infinite series in combination with a root-finding procedure for polynomial functions.
We also need to deal with the sets
that may have an infinite number of elements. For this, notice that j,l has a finite cardinality. Finding all elements in j,l is rather straightforward, because they can be found by a simple enumeration. When l = 0, the effective green period is zero, meaning that j must be zero as well. As a consequence, all j,0 are empty sets, except for 0,0 , which is a set containing one element: the empty vector ( ). For 0 < l < k, the minimum effective green time is at least l. Fixing l between 1 and k − 1, and j between l and k − 1, we note that all elements in j,l must satisfy the following conditions:
Since n 1 , . . . , n j are nonnegative integers, these conditions lead to an easy enumeration of all elements n in j,l . See Algorithm 5 in the appendix for efficiently calculating all nonempty sets j,l . Taken everything together, we can evaluate the generating function X 0 (z) as described in Algorithm 1.
Queue length distribution
Now that we can calculate X 0 (z), we proceed to use Algorithm 1 to obtain more information about the queue length. Notice that with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and Algorithm 1 we can evaluate all X k (z) for k = 1, . . . , c. While these are all pgfs at the end of specific time slots, the pgf of the queue length at an arbitrary time slotX (z) follows from
The queue-length distribution can then be calculated using a standard inverse theorem such as Algorithm 6 in the appendix. We have used Algorithm 6 with (3.18) to generate the results in Table 1 . In the appendix we also present some compact expressions for the mean queue length at the end of each time slot. for j = l to g − 1 do 8: for all n ∈ j,l do 9: Set (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n j ) = n 10: Compute h g (z, y g+1 , . . . , y c , n 1 , . . . , n j ) using Equation (3.6) 11:
end for 13: end for 14 : 
Network settings
With the algorithms developed in Section 3 to analyze the output of an intersection with correlated input, we now extend the scope in order to deal with a network of intersections. In Subsection 4.1 we describe the decomposition approach, a heuristic method to combine multiple isolated intersections into a network model, and in Subsection 4.2 we demonstrate the algorithm for two network scenarios.
Decomposition approach
Let us first quantify the output process of the generalized FCTL queue in Section 3. Define O i,n as the output in time slot i (i = 1, . . . , g) in cycle n, so that
Let O n (z 1 , . . . , z g ) denote the pgf of the joint output (O 1,n , . . . , O g,n ) and G n denote the effective green time in cycle n. Note that the joint output vector (O 1,n , . . . , O g,n ), given that G n = j, equals
We will again omit the subscript n denoting the cycle number. If (n 1 , . . . , n j ) is an arbitrary vector in j,l , it holds that l + n 1 + · · · + n j = j. The pgf of the joint output during this cycle follows from summing over all possible l, j and (n 1 , . . . , n j ) ∈ j,l :
This then gives
with h j as defined in (3.6) . Note that h 0 (1, z 1 for j = l to g − 1 do 6: for all n ∈ j,l do 7: Set (n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n j ) = n 8:
Compute h j (z, y j+1 , . . . , y c , n 1 , . . . , n j ) using Equation (3.6) 9:
Set S = S + q l h j (1, 1, . . . , 1, n 1 , . . . , n j )
10:
z k h j (1, z j+1 , . . . , z g , 1, . . . , 1, n 1 , . . . , n j ), , z 2 , . . . , z g 
The correlation follows from the fact that this is not the product of the marginal pgfs
To analyze a network of fixed-cycle intersections, we decompose the network into isolated generalized FCTL queues. We exclude situations where the output of a queue could become the input of that same queue through some cyclic path in the network, meaning that the network can be represented as a directed acyclic graph where nodes represent queues. Nodes without parents can be modeled as standard FCTL queues with independent external arrivals. Figure 3 shows an example of three intersections with one main traffic flow, with queues labeled Q (1, 0) , Q (2, 0) , and Q (3, 0) , and three minor flows Q (1, 1) , Q (2, 1) , and Q (3, 1) representing side traffic.
Figure 3: The network considered in this section.
This network can be decomposed into six queues. Queues Q (1, 0) , Q (1, 1) , Q (2, 1) , and Q (3, 1) are standard FCTL queues with Poisson input. The analysis in [18] can be used to obtain queue length distributions and Equation (4.4) gives the joint output of each of these queues. Following the main flow downstream, we first determine the input of Q (2, 0) , which is the superposition of the delayed output processes of Q (1, 0) and Q (1, 1) . The analysis in Section 3 gives the queue length pgf, and the results from this section give the joint output. Algorithm 3 provides a detailed description of this method, which can be used to find approximations for all queue-length pgfs in the network.
Two example networks
Consider an idealized network of ten connected generalized FCTL queues, Q (1) , . . . , Q (10) , each with a fixed cycle of g = 10 green and r = 10 red time slots and a fixed travel time between two consecutive intersections of d time slots. The setting is similar to that in Figure 3 without the side traffic. Since all intersections have the same fixed-cycle plan of 10 green and 10 red time slots, the case d = 0 corresponds to a perfect green wave where vehicles arrive exactly at the moment that the signal turns green, and no queues will build up. In the case d = 5, the vehicles departing Compute
Set
Compute X (i,0) 0 (z) using Algorithm 1 12: Compute O (i,0) (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z g (i,0) ) using Algorithm 2 13 : end for during the first five time slots of Q (i) , will arrive at Q (i+1) during time slots 6-10. These vehicles will pass without delay, except when there is a queue of more than five vehicles waiting at the beginning of the cycle. The vehicles departing in time slots 6-10 from Q (i) , will arrive at Q (i+1)
during time slots 11-15, which means that they arrive during the red period and will be delayed until (at least) the next green period. Only Q (1) has external arrivals, assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ = 0.45 per time slot. The occupation rate ρ := λc/g = 0.9 is close to one, indicating that the intersections are operating close to their maximum capacity. Appendix C provides more details about the input settings of this example, and how to determine the arrival processes at the other intersections.
Observe that in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) the simulated values (the black dots) are indistinguishable from those computed using our generalized FCTL analysis, based on the decomposition approach (the black solid lines). Clearly, d = 5 results in a better traffic flow, with smaller mean queue lengths, than d = 10.
We now extend the previous example by merging traffic in the main flow with side traffic from minor roads, travelling towards the same destination as illustrated in Figure 3 . Each intersection has two flows, the main flow and the minor flow with side traffic. Note that the arrival patterns of queues in the main flows are similar to those in Section 2.2, with one large batch of vehicles arriving from the upstream main flow, and one smaller batch from the upstream minor flow. Each of the batches may be followed by vehicles arriving in the free flow. The specific input settings in this example can be found in Appendix C.
We have implemented this network model using Algorithm 3, with the purpose of comparing the mean queue lengths of the main flows at each of the 10 intersections, but now for the cases d = 0 and d = 5. Due to the inflow of side traffic, the case d = 0 will no longer result in empty queues. The large batch of (maximally) ten vehicles will experience no delay only if no inflow from side traffic took place during the previous cycle. With d = 5, the small batch of (maximally) three vehicles will arrive exactly at the moment that the traffic signal of the main flow turns green. As a consequence, these settings are favorable for the small batch, but also the first five vehicles from the large batch might benefit. The results in Figures 5(a) -(d) and in Table 2 indicate that for intersections 1-7, the generalized FCTL queue gives extremely accurate approximations for Table 2 : The mean queue lengths at each of the ten intersections, for the network with side traffic of Section 4.2.
Conclusions
Classical models for fixed-cycle intersections do not cover scenarios where arriving traffic is correlated, as typically encountered in traffic networks. Motivated by this observation, we introduced a generalized fixed-cycle traffic model that can deal with an arbitrary arrival patterns such as platoons and non-homogeneous traffic intensities. Generating-function methods for the stationary queue-length distribution were used to develop an efficient numerical scheme for the perfor- mance analysis of an isolated intersection. We also proposed a network algorithm, which decomposes a network of intersections into separate generalized fixed-cycle network models, whose distributional output and input are matched according to the network layout. Extensive simulation experiments for a line network of multiple intersection support the network algorithm, and reveal only a slight loss of accuracy in heavy-traffic scenarios. We expect our network algorithm to work for many realistic network configurations, the study of which is an interesting topic for further research.
Observe that (B. 
which means that these mean queue lengths can be expressed in [X c ] (and hence [X 0 ]) by successive substitution. During the green period, the expressions become slightly more involved, but it is possible to express
C Details of numerical examples
For completeness and reproducibility, we give a detailed overview of the input parameters of all numerical examples in this paper. Let ρ = λc/g denote the occupation rate, which can be interpreted as the fraction of utilized capacity at each intersection. Take λ = 0.45 and hence ρ = 0. Again, 0.0052, 0.015, . . . , 0.583 represent the probabilities that the platoon from the first intersection consists of, respectively, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 10 vehicles. Due to the fact that the first intersection operates close to its maximum capacity, the maximum platoon size of ten vehicles is most likely to occur. Due to the inflow of side traffic, the occupation rate of the main flows increases linearly from ρ (1,0) = 3/10 to ρ (10,0) = 9/10. These are all the required input values. The performance of the network is determined in Section 4.2 using Algorithm 3.
Example

